iPAD Display ASSEMBLY

Inserting iPad into enclosure
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Carefully remove iPad components
from carton.
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Insert key provided into lock, rotate
clockwise through 90º to unlock and
remove lock from enclosure.
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If using the iPad 2, 3 or 4 please insert
the iPad into the silicon protective sleeve
provided, to minimise movement within
the enclosure.

Slide and remove upper enclosure cover.
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Carefully place iPad into enclosure back
section, ensuring that the home button is
adjacent to the lock aperture.

Slide cover back into position and secure
with lock.

Assembling collar mount to iPad holder
1
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Place acrylic collar over the bottom of the
iPad holder arm. Ensure that the larger
diameter aperture is adjacent to the
threaded insert (as shown).
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Remove disc from packaging, align
the arrows on the disc and arm and
press together.

Secure assembly, using the allen key and
black screw provided.
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iPAD Display ASSEMBLY

Assembling iPad Displays (freestanding)
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WARNING – large base plate is heavy (7.5kg). Position base plate over 8-way post
and align 4 off fixing holes to threads of post (ensuring the countersunk holes
are uppermost).
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Assemble additional posts, if required and
then place aluminium plate onto top of
post. Align the 4 holes of the plate to the
threads of the post.
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If mounting iPad to centre of Podium top,
please move to stage 8.

8

Align holes, insert 2 off fixing screws and
tighten to secure assembly.

10

Insert base plate screws and tighten
to secure base to post and carefully
invert assembly.

Position collar mount of iPad holder over
aluminium plate.

9

Align Podium top to aluminium plate, in
the same direction as the base plate.

Insert and tighten 2 off fixing screws in
diametrically opposite positions.
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Place additional aluminium plate on
Podium top, followed by the collar mount
of the iPad holder.

Align holes, insert remaining 2 off fixing
screws and tighten to secure assembly.
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